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ABSTRACT The edge, the fog, the cloud, and even the end-user’s devices play a key role in the
management of the health sensitive content/data lifecycle. However, the creation and management of
solutions including multiple applications executed by multiple users in multiple environments (edge, the
fog, and the cloud) to process multiple health repositories that, at the same time, fulfilling non-functional
requirements (NFRs) represents a complex challenge for health care organizations. This paper presents the
design, development, and implementation of an architectural model to create, on-demand, edge-fog-cloud
processing structures to continuously handle big health data and, at the same time, to execute services for
fulfilling NFRs. In this model, constructive and modular blocks, implemented as microservices and nanoser-
vices, are recursively interconnected to create edge-fog-cloud processing structures as infrastructure-
agnostic services. Continuity schemes create dataflows through the blocks of edge-fog-cloud structures and
enforce, in an implicit manner, the fulfillment of NFRs for data arriving and departing to/from each block
of each edge-fog-cloud structure. To show the feasibility of this model, a prototype was built using this
model, which was evaluated in a case study based on the processing of health data for supporting critical
decision-making procedures in remote patient monitoring. This study considered scenarios where end-users
and medical staff received insights discovered when processing electrocardiograms (ECGs) produced by
sensors in wireless IoT devices as well as where physicians received patient records (spirometry studies,
ECGs and tomography images) and warnings raised when online analyzing and identifying anomalies in
the analyzed ECG data. A scenario where organizations manage multiple simultaneous each edge-fog-cloud
structure for processing of health data and contents delivered to internal and external staff was also studied.
The evaluation of these scenarios showed the feasibility of applying this model to the building of solutions
interconnecting multiple services/applications managing big health data through different environments.

INDEX TERMS Big health data, edge-fog-cloud, health-IoT processing, Internet of Things, microservice
architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is considered by the industry and
the research community as a key enabling technology to
radically improve health care services and applications such
as ambient assisted living (AAL) [1]–[3] and remote patient
monitoring [4], [5]. The health-IoT devices currently rep-
resent 40% of the total IoT devices [6]–[9]. This technol-
ogy is also becoming pivotal for users of these devices to

acquire important data (i.e., vital signs, and activity level)
and to make decisions for improving their health care [10]–
[13]. Moreover, users, health care professionals, and orga-
nizations can obtain insights for improving decision-making
procedures by using and processing data extracted from IoT
devices and also from other sources such as medical images,
studies, historical documents from expedients, and health
records [14], [15].
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To achieve insights and useful information to support crit-
ical decision-making processes, different management tasks
are performed during the health data lifecycle. In a typical
health data lifecycle, the data are acquired, preserved, pro-
cessed, and analyzed by using multiple applications deployed
at different types of infrastructures [16]–[18]. Moreover,
insights and information are shared with users, physicians,
professionals, and health care organizations [1], [6].

In this context, the edge, the fog, the cloud, and even
the end-user’s devices play a key role in the management
of the health sensitive content/data lifecycle [19]–[22]. This
relevance is evident in scenarios where: the data are ac-
quired from health devices and preprocessed at the edge;
large volumes of data are processed at the fog; data are
processed to produce useful information at the fog/cloud, or
the information is visualized in end-users’ devices.

For example, data are acquired from health-IoT de-
vices [23]–[25], preprocessed at the edge [26], [27], pro-
cessed at the fog/cloud to produce useful information [22],
[28]–[31], and then this information is visualized in end-
users’ devices [32], [33]. Thus, the edge, the fog, the cloud,
and even the end-users’ devices play a key role in the lifecy-
cle of the management of sensitive contents (i.e., healthcare
data).

In real scenarios of processing IoT health data, the tasks
executed at the different stages should be performed in either
an automatic or semi-automatic manner to support critical
decision-making processes [14], [34]. Also, the processing
of health data requires to accomplish different non-functional
requirements for attending health management norms and
laws imposed by government and organizations [35], [36].
In this sense, the services for fulfilling non-functional re-
quirements (NRF) such as security, reliability, and efficiency
are also relevant for organizations to accomplish norms and
regulations when managing health data.

The most relevant NFRs in real scenarios of management
and processing of health data are, but not limited to, secu-
rity, reliability, and efficiency. Security services are required
to solve problems that arise when data and information
are managed and shared with multiple users through non-
controlled and untrusted environments. This is the case of
the cloud (outsourcing models), where users lose physical
control over the data [37]–[43]. In this context, data integrity,
data confidentiality, and data access controls are important
security aspects when using outsourced services (i.e., cloud).

The reliability services are required to solve problems
related to outages in the infrastructure where the data are
processed and stored as outages commonly result in the
unavailability of the data [44]–[49]. This requirement results
key for avoid end-users and organizations to suffer side-
effects from data unavailability.

The efficiency is a key requirement to solve issues related
to the costs of storage and transportation of the data through
the different environments of processing [50]–[53], as well
as to reduce delays in the delivering information required in
decision-making processes, which are critical in real health

scenarios [54], [55].
However, creating portable and flexible solutions that can

be deployed on different environments (any combination of
edge, fog, cloud, and/or end-users’ devices) [56]–[59] by
using multiple services and applications, and at the same time
these solutions enforce the fulfilling of mandatory NFRs in
continuous, transparent integrated and efficient manners is
still an open research challenge [60]–[63].

Three main issues are involved in this challenge and are
faced in this paper:

• The first issue is creating, in configuration and deploy-
ment times, solutions including multiple applications
(functional components) that are executed by multiple
users in multiple environments.
In this paper, to face this issue is proposed an archi-
tectural model based on recursive maps of abstractions
called blocks and execution environments (edge, fog,
cloud, or end-user’s devices). The goal of this model is
to enable organizations to build edge-fog-cloud process-
ing structures.

• The second issue is to produce dataflows through
the blocks considered in an edge-fog-cloud processing
structure.
In this paper, this issue is solved by using continu-
ous delivery schemes, which establishes controls on
the execution sequence of the blocks in the defined
environments as well as establishing channels for the
data exchange between pairs of blocks. This scheme
produces uninterrupted dataflows from the IoT devices
through the blocks deployed on any of the edge, fog,
cloud, or end-users’ devices to the end-users of the
solution.

• The third issue is the fulfillment of NFRs for each data
arriving/departing to/from each block in an edge-fog-
cloud processing structure.
In this paper, this issue is solved by continuity schemes
of NFRs, that are coupled to the blocks to ensure the
fulfillment of NFRs for each data arriving/departing
to/from each block in an automatic and transparent
manners. These schemes produce a continuous fulfilling
of NFRs through the different environments where a
solution has been deployed on (any combination of
edge, fog, cloud, or end-users’ devices).

This paper thus presents an architectural model that en-
ables organizations to build processing structures deployable
on any combination of edge, fog, or cloud environments for
health decision-making processes. This architectural model
creates edge-fog-cloud processing structures by using maps
based on recursive and modular abstractions called blocks.

A block is built as a self-contained reusable software piece
that includes an application (for processing health data) as
well as services for enforcing the fulfilling of NFRs and I/O
interfaces for coupling it to other blocks. In this model, de-
pending on the deployment environment, the blocks are clas-
sified in regular (for the cloud and the fog) and microblocks
(for the edge). A block is managed by an execution map
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that considers: i) the place where a block will extract data
from any source during execution time, ii) the environment
where that block will be executed in (i.e., edge, fog or cloud),
and iii) the place where the data transformed by that block
will be stored in. An edge-fog-cloud processing structure
thus is created by coupling the I/O interfaces of a set of
blocks (by using the execution maps of the blocks). The
blocks are implemented in the form of nanoservices1 or
microservices2 [66]–[68], which are abstract representations
of modular and independent software pieces.

A continuous delivery scheme (CD) is a map that is used
in this model to perform, in automatic and transparent man-
ners, the correct deployment and execution of the blocks (by
using execution maps), as well as the continuous data deliv-
ery to the blocks of an edge-fog-cloud structure, which will
be deployed on any combination of edge, fog, cloud, or end-
user devices. The continuity schemes enforce the fulfilling
of non-functional requirements (NFRs) in the management
of the data arriving and departing to/from the blocks encap-
sulated into an edge-fog-cloud processing structure. These
continuity schemes are created by taking advantage of the
recursive creation and management of blocks proposed in the
architectural model. This means that the continuity schemes
are created by using reserved blocks. This type of block
is coupled to the blocks of an edge-fog-cloud processing
structure to create continuous and simultaneous enforcement
of the fulfilling of the NFRs associated with each functional
block of an edge-fog-cloud processing structure.

The following continuity schemes were created for the
architectural model presented in this paper:

• Continuous security (CS), for producing integrity, con-
fidentiality, and access controls at each stage of the
sensitive data processing lifecycle. The reserved blocks
considered in this scheme are managed by maps linking
a block with integrity, confidentiality, access control,
and signatures services.

• Continuous reliability (CR), for adding fault-tolerance
to data for withstanding lost data as well as cloud
outages and/or fog servers unavailability. Reliability is
managed as a map linking a fault-tolerant service with a
block, whereas the blocks are recursive as the different
services for fulfilling NFR are also created by using
blocks and microblocks.

• Continuous efficiency (CE), for improving the delivery
and processing of data by applying implicit parallelism
on the processing tasks, and data compressing to reduce
the volume of the data stored. A map for linking soft-
ware pieces that creates parallel patterns with a block of

1A nanoservice is a small software piece created by using a template
invoking an application, I/O calls, and a reduced configuration file, which
is suitable for edge environments.

2A microservice, in this architectural model can include applications,
database, and a set of I/O interfaces. This type of piece is encapsulated
into a portable light virtual container [64], [65] enabling the solutions to
be deployed on any of the fog, cloud or end-users’ devices.
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FIGURE 1: Conceptual representation of a matrix of non-
functional requirements and deployment environments man-
aged by the continuity scheme maps of the architectural
model.

an edge-fog-cloud solution is considered in this scheme.
These pieces are also managed as reserved blocks.

The continuity schemes thus are managed as a matrix of
NFRs (see security, reliability, and efficiency requirements in
Fig. 1) and deployment environments (see edge, fog, cloud,
and end-users’ devices environments in Fig. 1).

A conceptual representation of these continuity scheme
maps applied to the block structures is depicted in Fig. 1. The
area delimited with a blue line represents an example of an
edge-fog-cloud-EndUser processing structure, including four
blocks (one per environment). The set of continuity schemes
that will be included in each block can be defined as required.
In this example, all blocks include CD+CE (automatic data
delivery and continuous efficiency), whereas the blocks at the
fog and end-users’ devices also include CD + CS + CR
schemes.

The basic idea of the proposed architectural model is that
the developers of the organizations can create comprehensive
solutions in three simple steps:

1) Developers associate an either analytic or processing
application to a block, which, in an implicit form, will
be in charge of the management of data I/O operations.

2) Organizations create edge-fog-cloud processing struc-
tures by defining the sequence in which blocks will
be deployed on the different environments (the edge,
the fog, the cloud, and the end-user devices). The de-
ployment and coupling of blocks through different en-
vironments is also performed in implicit and automatic
manners.

3) The organization chooses the continuity scheme for
each block by enabling as many continuity schemes
as needed to fulfilling requirements of laws/norms or
enough for addressing users’ concerns about the envi-
ronment in which the data will be processed in (see an
example in Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 shows an example of blocks interconnected by input
and output interfaces creating an edge-fog-cloud processing
structure. This example also shows the continuity schemes
for the management of NFRs of data arriving at the block
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FIGURE 2: Example of a an edge-fog-cloud processing structure managed by using microservices and nanoservices.

and data departing from the block (see a checkmark for
secure/CS, reliable/CR, or efficient/CE for each block). No-
tice that in Fig. 2 these blocks can be deployed in any com-
bination of infrastructure environments to create edge-fog-
cloud-EndUser processing structures to manage and process
big health data by using maps of blocks and environments.

A prototype based on the architectural model proposed
in this paper was built to create edge-fog-cloud structures.
These structures were evaluated when extracting health data
from the IoT devices, preprocessing them at the edge, pro-
cessing resultant data at the fog, preserving resultant informa-
tion at the cloud, and visualizing the results at the end-users’
devices.

A case study was conducted based on these structures by
considering scenarios where: i) end-users receiving insights
discovered when processing electrocardiogram (ECG) data
produced by IoT sensors; ii) physicians receiving warnings
created from the analysis and identification of peaks in the
ECG data based on remote patient monitoring produced by a
wireless network of IoT devices deployed on an emergency
room. The performance of the structures is compared with
a state-of-the-art solution. iii) Simultaneous management of
spirometry, medical imagery, and ECGs to support making-
decision procedures; iv) organizations managing multiple
processing structures including the management of ECG
data, medical imagery, and spirometry. In addition, an eval-
uation study was conducted to the assessment of the impact
of edge-fog-cloud processing structures on the storage uti-
lization and the computation complexity of big health data
solutions built by the model proposed in this paper.

The experimental evaluation revealed the feasibility of
applying this model to the building of solutions interconnect-
ing multiple services and applications for the management
of big and heterogeneous sensitive data through different
environments.

The main contribution of this paper includes are:
1) An architectural service composition model based on

modular infrastructure-agnostic structures for edge-fog-
cloud computing.

2) A multi-continuity model for the application of services
fulfilling non-functional requirements that are critical
for the management of sensitive information (health
data and contents). The following schemes were devel-
oped and evaluated in this paper:
• Continuous security schemes for establishing access

controls, data integrity verification, and data confi-
dentiality when structures edge ∨ fog ∨ cloud ∨ En-
dUser exchange sensitive data (i.e., medical imagery,
ECG data, or spirometry data).

• Continuous reliability schemes for adding fault-
tolerance to data when structures edge ∨ fog ∨ cloud
∨ EndUser exchange and store sensitive data.

• Continuous efficiency schemes to convert applica-
tions/services used by structures edge ∨ fog ∨ cloud
∨ EndUser into parallel patterns improving not only
the performance of these structures but also the cost-
efficiency of data storage and transportation.

3) An implicit management scheme to control the contin-
uous security, reliability, and efficiency schemes for the
management of large volumes of data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the related work of this paper. Section III presents
the design and implementation of the workflow architectural
model based on microservices and nanoservices composition
for edge-fog-cloud computing. Section IV presents the case
study based on an emergency room, and also shows the
results of the experimental evaluation conducted. Finally,
Section V gives conclusions remarks and future work.

II. RELATED WORK
The challenge of the processing big IoT sensitive health
data has been addressed in different scopes: isolated analytic
applications, big data solutions, and some solutions focused
on non-functional requirements (NFRs).

On the data analytic scope, different solutions have been
proposed to extract relevant features from IoT devices [17],
[69], [70]. Artificial intelligent (AI) algorithms [14], [71],
[72] performing periodic monitoring over historical data have
been proposed to discover patterns from the data collected.
Moreover, applications and models are available for sending
warnings to patients and physicians [73]–[75]. In this context,
Zhang et al. [76] and Chze et al. [77] proposed solutions
where different sensors and applications interact through
multiple hops in continuous integration to create a dataflow
between devices and decision-makers.

On the scope of big data scenarios, cloud-based solutions
have emerged as the election for many health organizations
to manage, preserve, and share large volumes of data in
a cost-effective manner [78]. Different solutions have been
proposed in the literature for managing, processing, and
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preserving health data [22], [79] by using big data tools like
Hadoop [80], [81], and Spark [82].

Nevertheless, this type of solution could result either in
the loss of control over the data sent to the cloud or in a
vendor lock-in dependency, when the management of the
accumulating data in outsourced processing services [37],
[83], [84]. These issues may not be acceptable in health IoT
data scenarios where it is crucial to guarantee the privacy,
management, security, and integrity of the data [38]. In
turn, the architectural model proposed in this paper avoids
vendor lock-in scenarios and recover control of data when
the cloud services are used to manage the IoT health data
by using: i) portable infrastructure-agnostic structures to
deploy applications/services (blocks), and ii) controls over
the processing and management of data through continuity
schemes fulfilling non-functional requirements in automatic
and transparent manners.

On the scope of the management of NFRs the main pro-
posals have been focused on security and reliability require-
ments. End-to-end processing schemes have been proposed
to mitigate the lack of control over the data in outsourced
environments [85]–[87]. In this type of scheme, data are pre-
processed before sending them to the cloud by applying tech-
niques such as encryption to reduce security issues [39], [88],
[89], and reliability schemes based on coding and redundancy
to face outages [47]–[49], [90] or failures in the cloud [44],
[91]. Indexing and hashing techniques have been proposed
to verify the integrity of the data [92], [93]. For instance,
Moosavi et al. [94] proposed an end-to-end scheme to ensure
the data before sending them to the transportation stage in
a mobility environment. Authentication and authorization of
entities participating are established in this scheme. Sec-
Filter [95] is a security filter that applies different security
policies to data in information-sharing environments before
sending them to the cloud. The policies are automatically
defined by the risk level that is discovered by SecFilter by
using mining data techniques. Nevertheless, these solutions
are focused on a specific environment such as the edge [21],
[96]–[98], the fog [20], [99], [100], or the cloud [28],
[101], [102]. Moreover, these solutions are only focused
on the accomplishment of a specific NFR (security [103],
[104], reliability [86], [105], or integrity [93], [106], [107]).
The model presented in this paper differs from end-to-end
solutions as the security and reliability requirements are
fulfilling in implicit and automatic manners. These processes
are independent of the environment where the applications
are deployed.

The issue of deploying services and applications on differ-
ent environments has been addressed by traditional compu-
tational workflows [86], [108]–[111]. However, in practice,
users have to perform troubleshooting procedures to deploy
a workflow on a given infrastructure [112]. Moreover, the
heterogeneity of the stages in a workflow [113] and its
schedule of processes [114] could produce an impact on the
performance of the workflow in execution time.

Microservice architectures [66], [115] represents a so-

lution for developers to convert large services into small,
independent heterogeneous and isolated services that are
managed by using exchange data and messages [116]. Nev-
ertheless, the creation of comprehensive solutions with im-
plicit resource management and flexible portability is still
an issue for microservice architectures [117]. In turn, the
model proposed in this paper introduces software pieces
called blocks (implemented in the form of microservices
and nanoservices), which include methods for managing the
exchange of data and messages in implicit, secure, reli-
able, and cost-efficiency manners. Moreover, these blocks
are managed by using recursive, reusable, and chainable
structures encapsulated into virtual containers. These struc-
tures are self-contained, which means no troubleshooting is
required and that such structures can be deployed on any
of the edge, fog, or cloud. These structures allow users to
create different processing structures that can be deployed
on any combination of edge, fog, or cloud. Also, continuity
schemes [85] simultaneously enforce the continuous delivery
of data in each stage of a processing structure and to fulfilling
the NFRs for data processed by the blocks of the processing
structures.

A. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON OF CONTINUITY TOOLS
This section presents a qualitative analysis of the architec-
tural model proposed in this paper and solutions identified in
the state-of-the-art focused on the continuous processing of
IoT data.

Table 1 shows a qualitative comparison between the pro-
posed model, based on blocks and microblocks, and dif-
ferent solutions from the state-of-the-art focused on build-
ing workflows and pipelines. Table 1 includes traditional
workflow engines for the building of processing solutions
(i.e., Comps [118], Pycomps [119], Sacbe [86], Parsl [121],
and DagOnStar [124]), and software for building distributed
processing IoT dataflows based on message exchange (i.e.,
Apache Kafka [122] and Amazon kinesis [123]). The qual-
itative comparison was performed considering reliability,
security, and efficiency features and the different applications
of these non-functional requirements.

The reliability property was evaluated considering the data
transfer point-of-view, data storage, and data processing.
Data transfer reliability was assessed as the capacity of the
solutions to provide data with fault tolerance in distributed in-
frastructures. Reliability in data storage refers to the capacity
of the solutions to store data for withstanding failures in stor-
age nodes, especially in the fog and in the cloud. Reliability
in data processing refers to support fault-tolerant computing
mechanisms. As shown in Table 1, existing solutions only
provide reliability in data processing, whereas the blocks and
microblocks of the proposed model offer the three types of
reliability evaluated in this analysis.

Efficiency was evaluated in terms of performance by
considering whether a solution supports parallelism or not.
In this sense, solutions like Parsl, Comps, Makeflow and
DagOnStar produces implicit parallelism by using a multi-
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TABLE 1: Qualitative comparison between the model based on blocks and microblocks with different workflow engines and IoT
processing pipelines.

Work IoT oriented Reliability Efficiency Security

Transport Storage Processing
(fault-tolerance) Parallelism Compressing Integrity Confidentiality Access control

Sacbe [86] X X X
Comps [118] X X

PyComps [119] X X
Makeflow [120] X X

Parsl [121] X X
Apache Kafka [122] X X X X X X X

Amazon kinesis [123] X X X X X X
DagOnStar [124] X X X X

Blocks and Microblocks X X X X X X X X X

threading model, whereas Apache Kafka and Amazon Kine-
sis provide it by manually cloning instances of the applica-
tion and implementing load balancing services to distribute
the load between the cloned instances. In the case of the
proposed architectural model, the blocks produce implicit
parallelism by using parallel patterns based on virtual con-
tainers. These patterns automatically clone microblocks (n
processing workers) and implement not only task parallelism
as do the evaluated solutions but also data parallelism,
pipe&filters, shared resources, and combinations of these
patterns. Moreover, the blocks also consider automatic load
balancing and workload distribution. Furthermore, the blocks
are self-contained and portable pieces of software, which
produces infrastructure-agnostic solutions.

Three characteristics of security were considered: in-
tegrity, confidentiality, and access control. Integrity refers
to the ability of the solutions to use checksums (e.g, SHA3
hashing or MD5) to ensure that data have not been mod-
ified in the transmission from one environment to another
one [125]. Confidentiality was evaluated as the capacity
of the solutions to preserve data privacy between process-
ing stages and nodes [126], [127]. Finally, access con-
trols were evaluated by considering techniques to establish
cryptography-based controls to access the processing solu-
tions [128].

Based on the previous discussion, it can be stated that the
architectural model proposed in this paper has two main ad-
vantages. Firstly, it offers more quality features than available
models, and secondly provides the solutions created by using
this model with a continuous enforcing of offered features
through the different environments where the solutions are
deployed on. Thus, the proposed architectural model repre-
sents a quite useful tool for an organization to process big
sensitive IoT health data.

III. A WORKFLOW ARCHITECTURAL MODEL FOR
EDGE-FOG-CLOUD COMPUTING BASED ON
MICRO/NANOSERVICES COMPOSITION
This section presents an architectural model based on the
composition of blocks implemented as micro/nanoservices to
build processing structures in edge-fog-cloud computing en-
vironments. This section also presents continuity schemes for
simultaneously managing the exchange of data and messages
through the blocks included in the edge-fog-cloud processing

structures and to fulfilling, in a continuous manner, non-
functional requirements (security, reliability, and efficiency)
of data arriving and departing to/from the blocks considered
in a processing structure.

A. AN ARCHITECTURAL MODEL BASED ON
MICRO/NANOSERVICES COMPOSITION
This model considers a service composition based on an
abstract representation of nanoservices and microservices
called blocks. A block represents thus a self-contained
reusable software piece that includes an application (for
processing health data), I/O interfaces for coupling it to
other blocks as well as services for enforcing the fulfillment
of NFRs. A block is managed by an execution map that
considers: i) the place where a block will extract data from
any source during execution time, ii) the environment where
that block will be executed in (i.e., edge, fog or cloud), and
iii) the place where the data transformed by that block will be
stored in.

A block can be chained to other blocks by using its
I/O interfaces, for creating processing structures such as
parallel patterns, pipelines, and workflows (see an example
of pipeline structure including blocks in Fig. 2). The input
and output interfaces of a constructive block are denoted as
In−I and Out−I respectively, and they could be any of the
memory (denoted by⇐⇒), the network (denoted by←→) or
the file system (denoted by←→).

In this model, the blocks are classified into two types
depending on the environment where the blocks are deployed
on: the first one is a regular block that is implemented
as microservices encapsulated into a portable light virtual
container [64], [65]. This type of block can be allocated
in any of the fog, cloud, or end-users’ devices [66]–[68].
The second one is a small block or microblocks that is
implemented in the form of nanoservices, which are suitable
for edge environments. See an example of blocks deployed
in edge-fog-cloud-EndUsers environments in Fig. 2.

In this model, a microservice is denoted as microSx,
whereas a nanoservice is represented by nanoSx. These
structures are encapsulated into portable and light virtual
containers (VC) [64] for avoiding troubleshooting or missing
software dependencies as well as vendor lock-in dependency.
As a result, a block mapped with a microservice can be
deployed on the following environments (Env): the fog
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(fog), the cloud (Cl), and end-user’ devices (EU ). More-
over, a block mapped with a microSx could include a set
of applications (Apps) or nanoservices and exposed them by
an API that developers can consume with their apps, thus
enabling the interaction with other microSx. Therefore, a
microSx is denoted as follows:

microSx = VC(In− I, Apps ∨ nanoS,Out− I, API).
(1)

A nanoservice, in turn, is a small software piece created
by using a template invoking an application, I/O calls, and
a reduced configuration file, which is suitable for edge (Ed)
environments where the computational resources are limited.
A block mapped with a nanoSx is built by using a template
containing a function that can be used to process data, as
well as the input and output interfaces (In − I and Out − I
respectively). Thus, it is denoted as follows:

nanoSx = template(In− I, function,Out− I) (2)

The notation of nanoSx and microSx generalizes the
definition of a block (Blk) and the control and management
of data and workload in these structures are implicitly per-
formed within the blocks.

1) Building edge-fog-cloud processing structures for health
data
This subsection describes a model for the construction of
edge-fog-cloud processing structures. To build these struc-
tures, the first step is to define the execution maps which,
as previously described, manage the blocks in execution
time by using the notation of a nanoservice (nanoSx) or a
microservice (microSx). These maps are built by following
the ETL processing model traditionally used in big data
applications: i) to extract data from a data source, ii) to
transform the acquired data into information, and iii) to load
the information to a data sink [129]. These maps convert
a block into independent software that can be used in an
isolated manner.

The second step is to define the environment maps for each
block in a solution. These maps are created by linking a block
(Blk) with either a nanoservice (nanoSx) or a microservice
(microSx), which is associated to an environment (Envx =
Ed∨fog∨Cl∨EU ). A map (mapx(Env,Blk)) represents
the association of a block (Blk) with a specific environment
(Env) where the Blk will be deployed. Those maps are
used to deploy the solutions on an edge-fog-cloud computing
environment. In this architectural model, each map (mapx)
produces a specific configuration file for each Env specified
in that map.

The last step is to create the coupling maps by intercon-
necting the Out − I of a block with the In − I of another
one. Thus, an edge-fog-cloud processing structure is created
in configuration time by deploying blocks using a set of
chained coupling maps. Fig. 3 shows an example of blocks
organized as an edge-fog-cloud structure built, for example,
to manage and process health data, and delivering the results

to the end-users. In this example, blocks are chained by using
the network interfaces.

At this point, the blocks can be related to functional
aspects of a health processing (any of data analytics, visu-
alization of information, or sharing of contents).

2) Maps of parallel patterns to improve blocks efficiency

The interconnection of blocks through different I/O inter-
faces defined in the maps produces patterns of blocks that
create structures such as pipelines, workflows, and different
parallel schemes. These structures are focused on improving
the functional properties of end-fog-cloud solutions. The
pipelines and workflows enable developers to create compre-
hensive solutions in one single environment. For instance, an
analytic procedure could include a pipeline of three blocks:
one block for data preparation, the second one for classifi-
cation, and the third one for indexing resultant information.
The same example can be applied to a workflow structure but
deploying the three blocks on different environments (i.e.,
the first one on the edge, the second one on the fog, and the
last one on the cloud). In (3) is showed the notation to build
this workflow structure with tree blocks (blk1, blk2 and blk3)
deployed at the edge, fog, and cloud environments.

PattBlks =map1(edge, blk1)→ map1(fog, blk2)

→ map1(cloud, blk3)
(3)

In turn, the parallel patterns are managed to improve the
efficiency of blocks. These patterns consider to clone a given
Blk and organize them in the form of a task-parallel or data-
parallel method. A parallel pattern could be represented by
the following expression:

Blkpatt = (src, pattern,Blk, cl, snk), (4)

where src represents the data source, pattern represents
the type of parallelism, Blk is the block to be executed in
parallel, snk the data sink, and cl the number of Blk clones.
In practice, Blkpatt represents a parallel version of Blk as
both perform the same functionality. We recall that a Blk
can be implemented as either microservice or nanoservice en-
capsulated into a virtual container. This produces a recursive
scheme where Blk represents a microblock for Blkpatt.

As a result of this coupling, cl replicas of the applica-
tion linked with Blk are executed in a concurrent manner
processing data/workload in parallel. Notice that snk of the
Blkpatt will be linked to either a Blk output or a data Sink.
This means this pattern can be chained to other patterns
(any of pipeline, workflow, or another parallel structure) in a
recursive manner and the map scheme of this model supports
this recursive feature.

In this paper, we have considered two types of patterns:
i) mw for manager/worker patterns used to process a large
volume of data (i.e., digital electrocardiogram produced con-
stantly); and ii) dq, created by using the divide&conquer
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File System interface
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inCS Incoming continuity scheme

outCS Outcoming continuity scheme

FIGURE 3: Example of blocks chained to create health workflows.

technique to process files of large size (i.e., medical images
and spirometry studies).

A manager/worker (pattern = mw) pattern considers
reserved blocks associated to two software artifacts called
manager and workers. The manager performs the fol-
lowing actions: i) the creation of the Blk clones (workers);
ii) the interception of the data arriving at the block; iii) the
creation of tasks (where a task is equal to a content, a file, or
a record in a database) of workload to be processed; iv) the
distribution of these tasks to the workers by using a load-
balancing technique; and v) the supervision that each worker
collects tasks, produces results, and delivers them to the
output of the sink (i.e., a folder, or the input interface of the
next Blk or pattern) [130], [131]. The workers are in charge
of two functions: i) to execute the applications/services asso-
ciated to the Blk to process the tasks sent by the manager,
and ii) to deliver their results to an In − I of a block or a
sink.

The second technique used to create parallel patterns is
divide&conquer. This technique is focused on contents of
big size (i.e., tomography images) and considers three blocks
(artifacts): the divide, the workers, and the conquer. The
divide is in charge of splitting the input data into segments,
which are delivered to the workers. The workers process
the segments and deliver results to the conquer entity. And,
the conquer consolidates the results into a single one and
delivers consolidated results to either an In − I of a block,
or a sink.

3) Continuous delivery schemes based on coupling maps
At this point has been described the process of building
edge-fog-cloud processing structures in configuration and
deployment times. In this section, is described the method
for delivering data through all the components of an edge-
fog-cloud processing structure in a continuous manner.

Push and pull methods [132] were designed to establish
controls over the execution of blocks and the data exchange
through the blocks of an edge-fog-cloud processing structure.
These methods produce a dataflow by following coupling

maps of the solution. These methods are applied to each pair
of blocks in a solution. Push means that the first block is
in charge to send the data to the second block, whereas pull
means that the second one is in charge to go to the output
interface of the first block. This means that when using a
single method to set up a block-to-block communication,
an asynchronous channel is established between the pairs of
blocks. In turn, a synchronous channel is established where
both blocks are using both modes (one using push and the
other one is using pull). In any case, the channels produce
a continuous exchange of data (dataflow). These operational
modes, for instance, are used when an edge node sends data
to the fog (push mode), the data are processed and the results
are sent to the cloud (push mode), and an end-user’s device
requesting insights of the data from the cloud (pull mode).

A continuous delivery scheme is built when configuring
these modes for following the coupling schemes of an edge-
fog-cloud processing structure. To add these dataflow meth-
ods to the model, the push mode has been denoted as a right
arrow from the block that is sending the data to the block
that is receiving the data, such as follows: map1 → map2.
Whereas, the pull mode is denoted as map1 ← map2, which
means that the map1 is requesting data from the map2.

These operation modes are used in run-time for controlling
data exchange in a decentralized manner to avoid dependen-
cies among blocks. A bidirectional operation is required for
delivering the status of the push and pull operations to the
blocks involved in these operations (synchronous communi-
cation). This is represented as map1 ↔ map2.

Following this notation, a workflow composed of n cou-
pling maps would be denoted by the following expression:

Wfx = map1 ←→ map2 ←→ . . .←→ mapn (5)

In this example, the behavior of a workflow (Wfx) in run-
time is similar to a block: i) the workflow extracts data from a
source (srcx), which could be any health-IoT device (for ex-
ample a spirometer, electrocardiogram, or a health wearable)
or a static data repository; ii) the workflow transforms the
acquired data into either useful information or a new version
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of the acquired data by executing the considered blocks; and
iii) the workflow loads the results in a sink (snkx) or another
block (i.e., in an end-user’s device).

In this sense, a health workflow [133] could be represented
as a map of a data source (srcx), a processing workflow
(Wfw), and a data sink (snkx). This is denoted as:

HWfx = (srcx,Wfx, snkx) (6)

To clarify the usage of this notation, an example of an
edge-fog-cloud-EndUser processing structure built by using
this notation is showed in (7). This processing structure was
built using five maps (one per processing stage). Each map
includes two metadata structures to define the environment
(Env) and a block (blk). Maps are interconnected with other
maps through an input/output interface (In−I and Out−I).
Therefore, the first two maps are interconnected through a
memory interface (mem), whereas the rest of the maps are
interconnected through a network interface (net).

The blocks associated with the first and second maps
indicate the deployment of blocks on a personal computer
at the edge (Ed1). The third map indicates the deployment
of blocks on a private cloud instance at the fog (fog1). The
fourth map indicates the deployment of blocks on public
cloud provider (Cl1), and the fifth map indicates the deploy-
ment of blocks on an end-user device (EU1).

Wf1 =map1(Ed1, blk1)⇐⇒ map2(Ed1, blk2)←→
map3(fog1, blk3)←→ map4(Cl1, blk4)←→
map5(EU1, blk5),

(7)

The blk1,...,5 are blocks created by using the following
configurations:

blk1 =(mem, ret1, hub, prep1,mem)

blk2 =(mem, ret2, indexing, prep2, net)

blk3 =(net, ret3, analytics, prep3, net)

blk4 =(net, ret4, preservation, prep4, net)

blk5 =(net, ret5, visualization, prep5, net),

(8)

where, hub is a nanoservice for the acquisition of data from
different sensors, indexing is a nanoservice that registers
the acquired data in a database, analytics microservice pro-
cesses the acquired data at the fog, preservation microser-
vice is deployed at the cloud, and it is in charge of storing
the data acquired in a cloud storage location, visualization
is a microservice consumed by the end-users to visualize the
results of the processing of data, and prep1,...,5 are the con-
tinuity schemes attached to each block (see Section III-B).
Thus, these micro/nanoservices are created from the follow-
ing maps:

hub =template(mem, schub,mem)

indexing =template(mem, scindex, net)

analytics =V C(net, scanaly, net, API)

preservation =V C(net, scpres, net, API)

visualization =V C(net, scvis, net, API),

(9)

where scx represents the source code, application or function
deployed by the micro/nanoservice x. Therefore, the health
processing structure HWf1 includes three elements: i) the
Wf1 presented in (7), ii) the data source (src1), and iii) the
data sink (snk1), as follows:

HWf1 = (src1,Wf1, snk1), (10)

where src1 represents a link to a spirometry repository and
snk1 is a link to a storage service to preserve the processed
data.

An edge-fog-cloud-EndUser structure for the continuous
processing of health data, similar to the one previously de-
scribed, also can be chained with other edge-fog-cloud struc-
ture by following the very same principles of the chaining of
blocks (either microservices or nanoservices). We called this
chain as macroworkflows (MWfx), and it is denoted as:

MWfx = HWfn ←→ HWfn−1 ←→ . . .←→ HWf1
(11)

B. CONTINUITY SCHEMES FOR FULFILLING
NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The previous subsection introduced the architectural model
for the continuous processing of health data by using edge-
fog-cloud structures (focused mainly on functional require-
ments). The next step is to provide mechanisms for blocks to
transparently exchange data in a secure, efficient, and reliable
manners. This subsection describes a multi-continuity model
for the application of non-functional requirements such as
efficiency, reliability, and security, which are that critical for
the management of sensitive information (i.e., health data)
processed in multiple environments (any of edge, fog, cloud
or end-user devices).

We recall that this model considers the building of three
types of continuous schemes that are built in the form of
patterns and managed as blocks. These schemes are:

• Continuous security or CS schemes that were created
by using blocks linked to services for establishing ac-
cess controls, data integrity verification, and data confi-
dentiality (and privacy of their owners) when structures
edge ∨ fog ∨ cloud ∨ EndUser exchange sensitive data.

• Continuous reliability or CR schemes were created
by developing blocks that include fault-tolerance algo-
rithms for recovering data in scenarios of failure (out-
ages) when structures edge ∨ fog ∨ cloud ∨ EndUser
exchange sensitive data.

• Continuous efficiency or CE schemes convert applica-
tions and services deployed by blocks in structures edge
∨ fog ∨ cloud ∨ EndUser into parallel patterns, which
improve not only the performance of these structures but
also the cost-efficiency of data storage and transporta-
tion.

In this model, the previous schemes are built in the very
same form in which the blocks are built. This means a
service developed to fulfilling a given NFR is encapsulated
into a block, which can be coupled to other blocks to create
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comprehensive solutions for fulfilling multiple NFRs. We
called these solutions as continuity schemes.

The idea is to attach a continuity scheme to each block
in an edge-fog-cloud processing structure to enforce the
fulfillment of NFRs for data arriving and departing to/from a
block in the processing structures. These schemes are defined
in coordination with the push and pull operations invoked by
the blocks of a structure [85].

A continuity scheme is built in two versions. The first one
is called outcoming schemes (outCS) and it has been created
to add properties such as security, reliability, integrity, and
cost-efficiency management to the data before sending them
from a block to another one through any of the fog, the cloud,
or end-users’ devices. In our model, the algorithms that fulfill
NFRs are organized as a processing pipeline. This pipeline
is triggered each time a Blk invokes a push operation for
transporting data to a remote location, either to the input
interface of a block or a sink. The second version is called
incoming scheme (inCS) and it was created to manage
data prepared by an OutCS scheme but the blocks of this
scheme version are invoked in an inverse manner. This means
outCS represents the coding of departing data from a block
to fulfilling NFRs configured for that block. In turn, inCS
represents the decoding of data when valid blocks (or end-
users) are consuming arriving data. This continuity scheme
is used by blocks in pull operations to retrieve data.

The inCS schemes are executed each time a data arriving
to the input interfaces of the nano/microservices (see inCS
in Fig. 3). The OutCS schemes are executed each time a
data is departing from a nano/microservices (see OutCS in
Fig. 3).

In this paper, the pipelines created by using continuity
schemes include microblocks (MBlks) such as data com-
pressing (comp), data hashing&indexing (h&i), data coding
(cod), data encryption (enc), and data uploading (upl). This
means that the pipelines created by using inCS schemes
include MBlks such as data downloading (down), data
decryption (decr), data decoding (deco), and uncompressing
(unco).

1) A tree of recursive maps for building of edge-fog-cloud
processing structures
The building of edge-fog-cloud structures is performed by
using a tree of coupling maps (see an example of a structure
built by using coupling maps in Fig. 4). This tree represents
the configuration of an edge-fog-cloud processing structure.
This configuration is the basis used in this model to deploy a
processing structure on edge-fog-cloud environments. It also
is used to ensure that functional services/systems (blocks
associated to the data lifecycle such as analytic, preprocess-
ing, processing, and visualization), as well as the services
for fulfilling NFRs (the blocks included in the outCS and
inCS continuity schemes such as security, reliability, and
efficiency), are both invoked and executed in a well-defined
sequence. This is achieved by following the coupling maps
both of continuous deliver schemes of the solution (func-

tional applications and services) as well as the continuity
schemes outCS and inCS (services for NFRs).

Fig. 4 shows a conceptual representation of this tree of
maps and its corresponding notation. In the first level of this
tree is placed the coupling map of the functional services
(Blks) that in this model are implemented in the form of
patterns, which can be deployed on any of edge, fog, cloud
or end-user depending on the execution maps of each blk.
In this level each block branch produces two branches: the
first one to invoke non-functional continuity schemes (see
InCS and/or outCS). The second one is the microser-
vice/nanoservice that will execute the functional application
associated with the “father” Blk defined in its execution map.
The inCS/outCS branch produces a new level based on
the coupling map for the NFRs blocks (see MBlkpattern),
which is a recursive representation of the first level of the tree.
This means that each NFR blk in a MBlkpattern produces
again two branches, the first one for NRF continuity schemes
and the second one for the microservice/nanoservice. This
creation of new levels continues until finding a blk that does
not invoke a inCS/outCS, which meaning the leaves of the
tree (microservice/nanoservice) have been found.

C. DEVELOPING CONTINUITY SCHEMES FOR
FULFILLING NFRS IN REAL HEALTH DATA
PROCESSING SCENARIOS
This section presents the development of continuity schemes
(see inCS/outCS of the continuity schemes in Fig. 4) for
edge-fog-cloud processing scenarios. These schemes were
built by using a tree of recursive maps described in the
previous section.

Three continuity schemes suitable in real health scenarios
were developed by using security (CS), reliability (CR), and
cost-efficiency storage applications (CE). These schemes
were implemented in the form of parallel patterns (see
MBlkpattern in Fig. 4). These schemes were incorporated
into the prototype used for the experimental evaluation.

1) CE: Efficiency continuity scheme based on patterns
The continuity schemes were implemented as parallel pat-
terns by following the very same notation of Blkspatt de-
scribed in Section III-A2 to build a parallel pattern called
MBlkpattern.

The CE scheme was defined to speed up the performance
of any block (blk) in a solution. A MBlk could be part of
a more complex pattern to improve the performance of the
data exchange performance. This can be performed by using
the recursive feature of this model (see microblock level in
MBlkpattern branch depicted in Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 shows an example of a pipeline pattern of a CR
scheme. This scheme was created by using the tree of re-
cursive maps described in the previous section. This pipeline
includes a set of MBlks (MBlk1,MBlk2, . . . ,MBlkn ∈
edge-fog-cloud structure). The MBlk2 considers a pipeline
pattern built by three microblocks such as the manager,
ShFS (a shared resource pattern that can be linked to any of
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FIGURE 4: Tree of blocks and coupling maps for deploying edge-fog-cloud processing structures.
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FIGURE 5: Maps of the reliability MBlk implementing a combination of patterns.

file system, partition, or cloud location) and a data deliver.
This scheme reuses the ShFS pattern as in-memory storage
(ShM1 and ShM2) for improving the exchange of data of
the blocks using this scheme.

In this example, the MBlk2 pattern acquires incoming
data (O1) from MBlk1, transforms data ({c1, c2, . . . , cn} ∈
O1) into information and delivers information (O2) to the
next MBlkn. The manager in this pattern invokes another
pattern (a traditional manager/worker), where the manager
sends tasks ({cl1, cl2, . . . , cln} ∈ O1) to a set of workers
({w1, . . . , wn}). The workers receive tasks from the manager
and gets the data associated to the tasks ({cl1, cl2, . . . , cln} ∈
O1) from ShFS. Each worker invokes a third pattern:

a divide&conquer (D&C), which results in the execution
of MBlkpatt1 and MBlkpatt2 patterns. Each block (Div)
splits the contents sent by the workers into s segments
({s1, . . . , sn}). The segments then are delivered to the work-
ers of the D&C ({dw1, . . . , dwn}) through local in-memory
shared resources (ShM1 and ShM2). The segments pro-
cessed by each dw are sent to the divs through the shared in-
memory resource patterns (ShM1 and ShM2). The deliver
can retrieve the resultant data (O2) from the shared pattern
(ShFS) and then delivers it to the next MBlk in the original
pipeline pattern.
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2) CR: continuous reliability scheme for edge-fog-cloud
processing structures
A continuous reliability scheme (MBlkidaDQ) was created
in the form of divide&conquer pattern, to provide data (med-
ical images, spirometry studies, and backups of digital ECGs)
with fault-tolerance properties. This pattern implements a
coding Mblk (MBlkcod) that executes an application based
on the IDA algorithm [134], [135]. This app splits the data
into n segments including redundancy for m segments are
sufficient to recover the original whenever n > m, which
allows n − m cloud/fog outage scenarios. The codification
scheme (OutCS ∈MBlkcod) splits a file into the segments,
adds redundancy to data for fault tolerance, and transports
the encoded data to other MBlk. The decoding of data
(InCS ∈ MBlkcod) scheme includes a MBlkdeco to re-
cover the original data.

The parallel patterns described in Section III-A2 were used
to implement MBlkcod, and the MBlkdeco in an efficient
manner. The MBlkcod is implemented in the form of a
manager/worker pattern, where each worker is a clone of
the IDA algorithm which is implemented as a memory-based
divide&conquer pattern. In this way, the notation to build
MBlkcod is as follows:

MBlkidaDQ = (input, dq,MBlkida, 5, output) (12)

MBlkcod = (input,mw,MBlkidaDQ, 3, network) (13)

MBlkidaDQ is denoted in (12), which reads data from
the input directory and implements the IDA algorithm as
a divide&conquer pattern including five workers. In turn,
(13) denotes the construction of the manager/worker pat-
tern by using three workers, which invoking three replicas
of the MBlkidaDQ. MBlkdeco is implemented as a man-
ager/worker pattern. The Manager reads the directory of
the downloaded segments, creates a list of all contents, and
sends the tasks to the workers, which retrieves the contents to
be processed. Each worker decodes the content previously
encoded by MBlkcod.

3) CS: continuous security scheme for ensuring of IoT data
The CS schemes mitigate security risks when an edge-fog-
cloud processing structure manages sensitive data. These
schemes include a Blk built by using a pipeline of three
security services encapsulated into MBlks. The first MBlk1
encrypts data by using a symmetric cryptosystem based on
AES [136]. The confidentiality of access controls is man-
aged by MBlk2, whereas the last one (MBlk3) ensures the
integrity of data by using a digital signature and a secure
envelope created by using CP-ABE algorithm [137], [138].

The outCS and inCS version of the CS scheme were
created as encryption and decryption pipelines respectively.
The three blocks of these pipelines (MBlk1, MBlk2 and
MBlk3) were developed in the form of a manager/worker
pattern (described in section III-A2) to speed up the per-
formance of their encryption/decryption blocks. outCS is

FIGURE 6: Stack architecture of the IoT-edge-fog-cloud man-
agement service.

executed before sending data outside of a block, whereas the
inCS is executed immediately before data are retrieved from
the remote location.

D. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES

This section describes an architecture that materializes the
model for building edge-fog-cloud processing structures.
This architecture was developed as a service composition
based on patterns of micro/nanoservices to achieve two main
goals: i) to enable the deployment of the edge-fog-cloud
structures on the subjacent infrastructure; and ii) to enforce
the controls defined for each block of each processing struc-
ture.

It is important to note that this architecture has been
designed to manage all edge-fog-cloud processing structures
as well as each block considered in the structure as a service.
This architecture builds these services by using the trees of
maps created for each processing structure.

Four types of requests are supported in this architecture:
i) creating services from blocks available in the service
mesh; ii) launching a processing structure as a service; iii)
delivering data to services; and iv) recovering raw data and
results produced by services.

Fig. 6 depicts the stack architecture for the management of
data proposed to materialize the model of building of edge-
fog-cloud processing structures. As can be seen, the stack
considers the following five layers:

• Access control: this layer represents a front-end to
manage incoming requests performed by external agents
(IoT clients and health apps). The access is performed
by using an authentication system that validates the
tokens provided by external agents. This simple tok-
enization system can be changed by a system based on
private/public keys.

• Multi-tenancy: is a layer that establishes isolation for
users validated in the previous layer. Service projects
are associated with users for creating privacy as it is as-
sumed that some services will be used by multiple users.
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FIGURE 7: Stack architecture of the IoT clients and health ap-
plications to interact with the edge-fog-cloud services (cloud-
IoT).

This avoids unauthorized access to both, the services as
well as the data and results produced by these services.

• Edge-fog-cloud app manager: this layer manages
the applications executed by each service (serv =
MicroS ∨ NanoS) associated with each service by
using the tree of maps (see Section III-B1).

• Metadata/data management: this layer manages the
maps defined in this model such as execution, coupling,
patterns, and environment maps. This layer includes a
mechanism for verifying of the continuous delivery of
data and continuity schemes.

• Multicloud storage: this layer contains a content de-
livery network for supporting the delivery and retrieval
of data/results to/from each service managed by this
architecture using a layer of multi-cloud storage.

The architecture includes client software for end-users to
interact with processing structures. The IoT clients collect
data produced by different IoT sensors and send the collected
data to edge-fog-cloud service. The health apps are in charge
of receiving from the architecture the results processed by the
services. This client also can react depending on the received
information (i.e., to generate notifications to physicians or
nurses).

Fig. 7 depicts a stack architecture of both types of appli-
cations sending requests to edge-fog-cloud services. The IoT
clients are shown on the left side of this figure, whereas the
health apps are depicted on the right side. The IoT client
stack is deployed on the edge, and it considers five layers:
the front-end, access, data hub, credentials management, and
outcoming continuity layers. The front-end layer receives the
data produced by the sensors through a network interface.
The access layer manages the credentials for the IoT devices
presented/created. The data hub layer creates tokens that are
associated with the packets sent by each IoT device. The
management of the received data is associated with a valid
IoT device in the credentials management layer. Finally, the
outcoming continuity layer implements an outCS scheme to
prepare the data before to be sent to either the fog or the cloud
(represented by IoT cloud).

Health apps are connected to an architectural stack de-
ployed on either the cloud or the end-user side. This stack
also includes an access layer that manages the incoming
requests sent by different users. The credentials management

FIGURE 8: Architecture stack of edge-fog-cloud structures
management service.

layer is in charge of managing the users and applications
tokens. The app layer associates the tokens of the users/apps
to a corresponding and valid edge-fog-cloud service. The
metadata/data management layer process the execution map
of the microservice (health app) for getting access to the
source data, execute the application, and deliver results in a
data sink. The outcoming/incoming continuity layer imple-
ments a outCS and inCS continuity schemes assigned to
the health app (generally defined by the user of the app).

At this point, it has been shown how the applications used
by the clients of the edge-fog-cloud service have been orga-
nized to send data and to receive results to/from a service.
Fig. 8, in turn, shows the architecture stacks for the services
(serv = MicroS ∨ NanoS) of all the environments where
a workflow could be deployed. In this way, engineers can de-
velop services based on edge-fog-cloud processing structures
by following the protocol established by the architecture
stacks. For instance, services can be designed to acquire data
through the cloud from the IoT devices to deliver them to
end-users’ devices by following the front and back ends of
the stacks available in the architecture for each environment.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION: A CASE STUDY
BASED ON DATA PROCESSING IN AN EMERGENCY
ROOM
An experimental evaluation for measuring the performance
of the architectural model proposed in this paper has been
conducted in the form of a case study. This case study
considers four experimental scenarios.

The first scenario considers experiments where health
care heterogeneous data (i.e., vital signs, and activity level)
are acquired from different sensors and applications to be
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transported from the edge to the cloud through multiple hops.
This scenario is suitable as industry and research community
have identified the Internet of Things (IoT) as a key enabling
technology to radically improve health care services and ap-
plications such as ambient assisted living (AAL) and remote
patient monitoring [139].

In the second scenario, the attention was focused on edge-
fog-cloud service created for the continuous monitoring of
electrocardiogram (ECG) data of users. These data were
collected by IoT devices and were used for detecting QRS
complexes. This service also considers the creation of alerts
for both end-users and physicians. This evaluation scenario
is relevant as continuous monitoring of health parameters
allows patient care teams to improve the early tracking of
upcoming adverse episode indicators (i.e., cardiac arrest) for
timely treatment and intervention when needed. Particularly,
centralized monitoring systems help to enable predictive
analytic approaches, which are expected to play a key role
to early recognize patient deterioration [140]. One of the
most relevant health parameters is the ECG, which is widely
adopted as a diagnostic tool that enables the diagnosis of
minor to major health risks [141].

The third scenario is focused on evaluating multiple ser-
vices producing dataflows of health IoT data through edge-
fog-cloud environments consumed by multiple health care
professionals. This scenario is because medical staff could
require different tests and studies of patients coming from
heterogeneous sources to improve the diagnosis process in
an emergency room.

The fourth scenario considers the creation of continuous
delivering, through the cloud, of health data to external health
care professionals for health care professionals getting sec-
ond opinions. In this scenario, simultaneous edge-fog-cloud
services were created for continuous monitoring of ECG
data, transporting spirometry studies [142], and transporting
tomography studies [143], which could be consulted by
health care professionals in the emergency room and external
professionals by using health apps.

In addition, an evaluation study was conducted to the
assessment of the impact of edge-fog-cloud processing struc-
tures on the storage utilization and the computation complex-
ity of big health data solutions built by the model proposed
in this paper.

A. TEST ENVIRONMENT

Table 2 shows the main characteristics of the servers, virtual
machines, and containers used to conduct the experimental
evaluation. EC2-1 is a virtual machine deployed on Amazon,
whereas Compute1 and Compute2 are physical servers used
as fog nodes (Mexico). And, the workstation is a personal
computer at the edge used as a sink where the sensors push
the collected data.

TABLE 2: Characteristics of the infrastructure used for exper-
imentation.

Compute Description Cores RAM (GB) Storage OS
EC2-1 Cloud node 16 32 600 GB Ubuntu 18.04
Compute1 Fog node 12 64 2.7 TB Centos6
Compute2 Fog node 6 12 256 TB Centos6
Compute3 Fog node 12 64 256 TB Centos6
Workstation Edge node 4 16 2 TB Ubuntu 18.04

B. SCENARIO I: CONTINUOUS
ACQUISITION/MONITORING OF HEALTH CARE IOT DATA
Continuous monitoring of health parameters allows patient
care teams to improve the early tracking of upcoming adverse
episode indicators (i.e., cardiac arrest) for timely treatment
and intervention when it is needed. Particularly, centralized
monitoring systems help to enable predictive analytic ap-
proaches, which are expected to play a key role to early rec-
ognize patient deterioration [140]. One of the most relevant
health parameters is the ECG, which is widely adopted as a
diagnostic tool that enables the diagnosis of minor to major
health risks [141].

1) Configurations, experiments, and metrics
In the experimental deployment, IoT devices were connected
to an edge node (Hub) through an IEEE 802.15.4 WSN
network. Each IoT device was implemented in a CC2650
Sensortag with the IEEE 802.15.4 stack of the Contiki OS.
The WSN was based on the IEEE 802.15.4 non-beacon
enabled mode with unslotted CSMA/CA protocol, which
is operated in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band. Thus,
the inter-arrival time of data packets in the edge node will
fluctuate with the number of active IoT devices. In addition,
according to the CSMA/CA MAC protocol, an IoT device
could discard packets when the wireless medium remains
occupied with active transmissions for a period determined
by the exponential back-off algorithm [144]. Moreover, two
or more transmission could collide when nodes select the
same back-off timer.

The edge node is a physical server at CICESE Monterrey
(a research center at northeast state of Mexico) with two
network interfaces, Ethernet and IEEE 802.15.4. Particularly,
the Ethernet interface is used for the IoT cloud connection,
and the IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver was used for WSN com-
munication (see Table 2). The IoT cloud is a physical server
in a datacenter at another state in Mexico (Tamaulipas state at
the northeast). ECG nodes are IoT devices deployed on a star
topology, where the sink is the edge node connected to the
cloud through an Ethernet interface. In this evaluation, each
wireless node continuously transmits a 1-lead ECG signal3.
This ECG was obtained from an online synthetic data library.
The obtained ECG data were sampled at 500 Hz with 12 bits
per sample.

Three different configurations were performed to evaluate
the block of data acquisition:

3The design and evaluation of ECG data collection are beyond the scope
of this paper.
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1) Low packet rate (LPR): IoT devices transmitting 14
packets per second (pps), with 55 ECG samples each
(i.e., 110 Bytes of payload per packet).

2) High packet rate (HPR): IoT devices transmitting 128
pps, with 16 ECG samples each (i.e., 32 Bytes of pay-
load per packet).

3) Heterogeneous: half IoT devices with 128 pps and half
IoT devices with 14 pps.

a: Experiments
The experiments performed with these configurations con-
sider that each minute was deployed one IoT device transmit-
ting ECG data packets until it reaches eight IoT devices. That
is, in the first minute, there is one IoT device working, and at
the final slot (the beginning of minute eight) eight IoT devices
are transmitting ECG data packets. Each IoT device is turned
on and starts transmitting 14 pps for configuration 1 and 128
pps for configuration 2, respectively. When an IoT device is
turned on, it remains on until the end of the experiment. For
the heterogeneous scenario (configuration 3), the first IoT
device starts transmitting a packet rate of 128 pps, and the
following IoT devices alternate the packet rate between 14
and 128 pps. The experiment duration of three scenarios was
eight minutes.

b: Metrics
Two different sets of metrics were used in this performance
evaluation. One set is used at the edge node to measure the
performance of the WSN network. And, the second set of
metrics is used at the IoT cloud to measure the response
time (performance) of the architectural model. Note that the
experiments measure the impact of load increment on the
response time of the services. Therefore, all metrics were
calculated considering the ECG data of the first IoT device
turned on. The rest of the IoT devices were used to generate
load for the services.

The server response time (SRT) is defined as the average
response time of the server (any of the fog or the cloud) to
attend a portion of packages received at the edge node. The
SRT is calculated as:

SRT =
1

Npt

Npt−1∑
i=2

pti − pti−1 (14)

where pti is the arrival time of the i− th portion of packages
at the server, pt is a portion of packages received in the same
request from the edge node to the server, and Npt is the
number of portions received.

The packet delivery ratio (PDR) was measured to evaluate
the performance of the network where the block of the WSN
was placed at. The PDR is the average number of ECG data
packets that are successfully received at the edge node. It is
calculated as:

PDR =
ECGrx

ECGtx
(15)
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FIGURE 9: Packet delivery ratio (PDR) obtained at the edge
node as the number of transmitting IoT devices increases for
low packet rate (55 samples), high packet rate (16 samples),
and heterogeneous (16 and 55 samples) configurations.
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FIGURE 10: Inter-arrival time (IAT) obtained at the edge node
as the number of transmitting IoT devices increases for low
packet rate (55 samples), high packet rate (16 samples), and
heterogeneous (16 and 55 samples) configurations.

where ECGrx is the number of data packets received at
the edge node and ECGtx is the number of ECG data
transmitted for IoT devices.

The inter-arrival time (IAT) is the average arrival time
between packets successfully received at the edge node. The
average IAT provides a measure of the arrival time variability
by each packet and it is calculated as:

IAT =
1

Nrx − 1

Nrx−1∑
i=2

xi − xi−1 (16)

where xi is the arrival time at the edge node of the ith packet,
xi−1 is the arrival time at the edge node of the previous
packet, and Nrx is the total number of ECG data packets
received from the first IoT device at the edge node.

2) Evaluation results
This subsection presents the evaluation results of the phase
I. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 present the set of WSN metrics of
PDR and IAT when increasing the number of IoT devices.
Recall that IoT devices contend for the channel access in
the deployed WSN (see Section IV-B1). Thus, the greater
number of contenders, the less probability of accessing the
channel, which reducing the network performance.

As it can be seen in Fig. 9, the PDR of low packet rate
(LPR) configuration (55 samples) performs better than the
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FIGURE 11: Response time observed by the edge node when
a block of packages is sent to the cloud node as the number
of transmitting IoT devices increases for low packet rate (55
samples), high packet rate (16 samples), and heterogeneous
(16 and 55 samples) configurations.

other two configurations because each IoT device generates
a significantly lower number of packets per second, 14 pps
in LPR configuration versus 128 pps in the high packet rate
configuration. This means the contention and packet losses
are lower in LPR configuration.

Conversely, the IAT is higher for LPR configuration, be-
cause packets in LPR configurations are significantly larger,
110 bytes than in high packet rate (HPR) configuration,
32 bytes. Thus, as the air time in LPR configurations is
larger, the IAT is also higher. It is worth noting that metrics,
PDR, and IAT, for the heterogeneous configuration are very
similar to HPR configuration. It can be explained because
IoT devices transmitting at a higher packet rate capture the
channel access.

Fig. 11 presents the server response time (SRT) observed
by the edge node when a portion of packages is sent to the
cloud. Every two seconds a bot, programmed at the edge node
reads the ECG traces, generates groups of ECG packets that
are sent to the fog, where a proxy redirects the groups to a
processing worker. Also, the groups size is closely related
to the packet IAT at the edge node. Thus, as can be seen in
Fig. 11, the response time increases with the group size.

Results in this subsection show that the architectural model
can be used to enable a continuous monitoring system for
health parameters as ECG. The results highlight that an end-
to-end approach design is required for health care applica-
tions, showing also that a design consideration in the first
stage (i.e., packet generation rate), could heavily impact the
system performance.

C. SCENARIO II: EDGE-FOG-CLOUD SERVICE FOR
CONTINUOUS ECG MONITORING
In this section, we describe a prototype based on an edge-
fog-cloud service created for the continuous monitoring of
wireless ECG (IoT devices). The blocks of this service detect
QRS complexes and create alerts for both end-users and
physicians. This section also presents the methodology to
evaluate this service and the results of such an evaluation.

1) Configurations and experiments
This edge-fog-cloud service was implemented in a prototype
to create continuity schemes (CS-security, CR-reliability,
and CE-efficiency). These schemes prepare ECG data each
time these data are transported from the edge to the fog
or the cloud. Different wireless ECG monitoring systems
deployed in an emergency room were considered for different
patients could be simultaneously monitored. The devices
were connected to an edge node through a wireless sensor
network (WSN).

The edge-fog-cloud service showed in Fig. 12 was used
for the management and processing of these health data. In
this service, the IoT device sends signals to a nanoservice
at the edge, which includes an application called hub. This
block writes the acquired data into a file for each IoT device
that is placed in a given directory. This directory is processed
by using a manager/worker pattern, where a block called
monitor (the manager) acquires the files (F). These files are
associated with a token and credentials that are distributed to
n workers by using the two-choices algorithm [145], [146]
for load balancing purposes.

This type of distribution creates n subsets of files (fi)
as well as one thread per worker. Each worker thus reads
a fi file and transforms it into a JSON format (D). The
JSON files are sent to a block in the fog called proxy,
which is in charge of distributing the load between n blocks
(processing1, processing2, . . . , processingn). Each block
processes the data with the QRS complex detector algo-
rithm [147]. QRS complexes and processed data are stored
in a database (D+).

A block in this edge-fog-cloud solution executes a
publication-subscription model (Pub/Sub) that makes the
data and QRS complexes available for end-users to consume
them. This block has been implemented by using an IoT
Pub/Sub traditionally used to send data either to the fog or
the cloud [148], [149]. This pub/sub block sends new notifi-
cations to subscribed users, which are generated by a block
analyzing QRS and registering events in a database. Finally,
a visualization block was developed to make available, both
the alerts and the data processed for health apps, to end-
users through the cloud. Fig. 13 shows an example of the
visualization of ECGs.

2) Experimental results
Fig. 14 shows, in vertical axis, the response time of the
continuous processing of ECG data, as well as the creation
of alerts for different number of samples (10 in Fig. 14a, 100
in Fig. 14b, and 1000 in Fig. 14c). These response times
were captured when the blocks use a different number of
clones/workers in the patterns launched the service (horizon-
tal axis). As expected, the time spent in the processing of
data is increased with the number of samples. Nevertheless, it
was also observed that the information available for decision-
making processes increases with the amount of processed
data. In this context, the usage of implicit parallel patterns
of the services improves the performance observed by end-
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FIGURE 12: Conceptual design of the edge-fog-cloud workflow used in this case study.

FIGURE 13: ECGs visualization block.

users. In terms of time, the patterns enable any of the medical
staff, end-users, or health applications, to get more informa-
tion in less time in comparison with a single solution. For
instance, Fig. 14c shows that medical staff could receive, in
a secure and reliable manner, the EGCs graphs and alerts
of 1000 samples when the workflow is using 14 workers,
whereas in the same time a traditional solution (one worker)
only processes 100 samples in the same period.

D. SCENARIO III: SIMULTANEOUS HEALTH DATA
PROCESSING SERVICES FOR MULTIPLE HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONALS
To conduct the third scenario of this case study, three edge-
fog-cloud services were developed for transporting contents
from continuous monitoring of ECG data, spirometry studies,
and tomography images to the medical staff and end-users’
devices as shown in Fig. 15.

The first edge-fog-cloud service manages the continuous
monitoring of ECGs and QRS, as well as the alert processing,
is shown on the top of Fig. 15. These blocks and the dataset
processed by this service were described in Section IV.

The second service starts in a data source including a
repository of spirometry studies. Each spirometry study is
managed as a compressed file including 10 tests with spirom-
etry data, Kinect imagery, calibration data, and evaluation
of the tests [150]. This source is connected to a service,
which includes outcoming/incoming continuity schemes.
These schemes add to the spirometry studies properties such

as security, reliability, and efficiency in a continuous manner
(CS, CR, and CE respectively). The outcoming continuity
scheme CS includes blocks of privacy and confidentiality
based on cryptography-based access controls (previously
described at Section III-C3). The scheme CR includes a
block of fault-tolerant (see the description of the IDA re-
liability algorithm at Section III-C2). The scheme CE in-
cludes blocks of compression and deduplication to reduce the
amount of data being transferred by this service. The data
processed by the continuity schemes are sent to the cloud
where are retrieved by health applications (described at Sec-
tion III-D). These health applications execute the incoming
version (inCS) of the CS + CR + CS schemes. These
schemes enable medical staff to retrieve spirometry studies
and get access to their content.

The third service is similar to the second one but process-
ing medical tomography images.

These scenarios could arise during the patient stay in
the emergency room, where these health contents would be
required for improving the diagnosis process. The service
collects the contents and delivers them automatically to med-
ical staff in an emergency room in a secure and reliable
manner.

Table 3 shows the characteristics of the two datasets used
to evaluate the performance of second and third services.
The first one is a dataset of spirometry contents of ten
patients [150]. Whereas, the second one is a set of computer
tomography images of 44 patients [152].

a: Experiments and configurations

The performance of these services was evaluated by experi-
ments where the services were added to the edge-fog-cloud
solution in a gradual manner by performing the following
experiments:

1) The service processing the tomography image reposi-
tory was evaluated in a separated and isolated manner.

2) The service that process spirometry studies was added
to the solution and both services were evaluated when
processing contents in a simultaneous manner.
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(a)10 samples.
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FIGURE 14: Response time for the processing of ECG sensors traces varying the number of workers in the pattern.

FIGURE 15: Simultaneous edge-fog-cloud services in an emergency room.

TABLE 3: Datasets used in the experimentation.

Dataset Type Size No. Files Avg. file size

spirometry
Compressed file with spirometry data,
kinect imagery, calibration data, evaluation
metrics, and results from an analysis of data [150].

50 GB 10 5.27 Gb

Tomographies Imagery in DICOM format [151]. 8.9 GB 23335 397.21 MB

3) An experiment adds the three services to the edge-fog-
cloud solution, which simultaneously executes the three
services.

4) An experiment was performed by comparing the edge-
fog-cloud solution with a workflow engine available in
the state-of-the-art called DagOnStar [153].

1) Experimental results
Fig. 16 shows the response times produced by a service when
processing medical tomography images. In this experiment,
44 images were prepared for making them available for med-
ical staff to retrieve them in a secure and reliable manner. As
can be seen, the impact of the efficiency continuity scheme
(CE) used in this service on the solution performance is
evident. The patterns of the CE scheme using 12 workers
could deliver the secured images in 10 minutes, which was
one magnitude order better than a traditional service using
a single worker. This behavior was also observed when the
service processing spirometry studies.

Fig. 17 shows the response times of two simultaneous
services (one processing tomography images and the other
spirometry studies). As can be seen, the efficiency of the

patterns is preserved by the architectural model even when
processing heterogeneous contents by simultaneous services.
The main difference between these results and the previous
ones is that the peak of performance improvement is achieved
earlier. In this scenario, the pattern produces overhead on
the response times because very large contents (5.2 GBs
per each spirometry study) are processed, which produces
delays when the blocks process “small” contents (300 MB
per tomography image).

Fig. 18 shows the results of three services previously
described, which retrieve all data of one patient from three
different data sources (ECGs alerts warnings, spirometry
studies, and tomography images). This edge-fog-cloud ser-
vice processed 8.5 GB of health data in 15.46 minutes. This
time includes the expedient collection plus the time spent by
the outcoming continuity scheme to sent the data in secure
and reliable manners to the fog, where these contents were
preserved in local storage. This time also includes the time
spent on a health application to retrieve these contents and to
develop a block created for a decision-making process.
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FIGURE 16: Response time and throughput observed when
processing medical images.
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FIGURE 17: Response time and throughput observed when
processing tomography images and spirometry studies.

a: Performance comparison with a solution of
state-of-the-art workflow
A performance comparison of the architectural model pro-
posed in this paper with DagOnStar [153], a state-of-the-
art solution, was performed as the last experiment of this
experimental evaluation scenario.

DagOnStar is also based on the parallel processing of
data. Note that in the qualitative comparison (see Section II),
DagOnStar showed similar properties to the architectural
model proposed in this paper. It is important to note that
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FIGURE 18: Timeline for the acquisition of ECG data and
their processing, plus the outcoming continuity scheme of
spirometry studies and tomography for one patient.
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FIGURE 19: Response time for the processing of the tomog-
raphy and spirometry dataset by using the proposed approach
and DagOnStar.

DagOnStar does not include a continuous processing ap-
proach. Therefore, only the outcoming block is considered in
this comparison. Supposedly, there is a version of DagOnStar
that implements this characteristic, but it is not published.

Fig. 19 shows that the architectural model produces a bet-
ter performance than DagOnStar when processing spirometry
studies (36.80%) and the tomography dataset (33.12%). This
is significant, as it would expect to achieve this improvement
for each block of each service created by the architectural
model proposed in this paper.

E. SCENARIO IV: HEALTH IOT DATA IN
EDGE-FOG-CLOUD COMPUTING FOR MULTIPLE USERS
This section presents a big picture of the events that arise
in the execution of edge-fog-cloud solutions tested in the
previous scenario but delivering data to external health pro-
fessionals by using a public cloud.

Medical inter-consultation for patients is a regular activity
in general hospitals today. For instance, in the emergency
room, patients are admitted and evaluated by a specialist in
emergency medicine. However, in different cases, a second
opinion from other specialists could be required. In these
scenarios, the required specialist could be in any of the same
hospital, another specialty hospital, or even in house (in
extraordinary cases).

In this scenario, studies, medical images, and electronic
health records of the patient must be shared with the corre-
sponding specialist to provide her with the tools for the diag-
nosis. Moreover, due to health data management laws [154],
[155], the studies not only must be ensured by continuity
schemes to fulfill NFRs but also must be stored for a large
period.

1) Experiments and Configurations
Four experiments were conducted to show the feasibility
of using edge-fog-cloud solutions to support this type of
scenario: supporting medical and inter-consulting for patients
preserving health data. In this experimental scenario were
evaluated the very same services described in the previous
experimental scenario (see Section IV-D).

The following are the experiments performed:
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FIGURE 20: Timeline of the continuity schemes of a tomog-
raphy image requested by an end-user and downloaded from
an edge node.

1) Experiment I: the preparation of a tomography image of
one patient, which was requested by an end-user through
the cloud.

2) Experiment II: the preparation of a spirometry study
requested by an end-user and downloaded from an edge
node.

3) Experiment III: spirometry studies and tomography im-
ages of 10 patients in an emergency room are sent for
a second opinion from a health specialist in a remote
geographic location.

4) Experiment IV: the three services were simultaneously
executed to process the request of a health application
for the results of eight patients.

2) Experimental results
Fig. 20 depicts the timeline for the Experiment I, where
incoming and outcoming continuity schemes were applied
to a tomography image of one patient that was requested
by an end-user through the cloud. To serve the request, the
contents were downloaded by the blocks of the services from
an edge node. Fig. 20 shows, in the horizontal axis, the
blocks included in the service. As expected, the microblocks
of transporting data (SecUp) and the incoming of data
(DownSec) are the tasks consuming the major portion of
the response time, whereas the implicit management actions
performed by the service only represents a small portion of
this response time. The constant communication between the
blocks deployed on the fog and those deployed on the cloud
is evident.

Fig. 21 shows that the performance of the blocks for the
Experiment II, when processing spirometry studies is similar
to the timeline of the processing tomography images showed
in Fig. 20. This means that the major costs in this workflow
are produced by data transportation from one environment to
another one.

In Experiment III, spirometry studies and tomography im-
ages of 10 patients in an emergency room are sent for a sec-
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FIGURE 21: Timeline for the outcoming and incoming of a
spirometry study requested by an end-user and downloaded
from an edge node.
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FIGURE 22: Timeline for the outcoming and incoming of
health data (spirometry + tomographies) for ten patients.

ond opinion from a health specialist in a remote geographic
location. Fig. 22 shows the timeline of the service times for
two simultaneous services: one for processing and delivering
tomography images and the other for spirometry studies.
Both services were configured to manage the contents of 10
patients and deliver these contents to medical staff through
health applications in secure and reliable manners.

We recall that the mean size of a spirometry study is 5 GBs,
whereas the mean size of an image is 300 MB. In this context,
53 GBs contents were delivered from the fog to the cloud
(Amazon) in 2 hours and 38 minutes, to preserve them. This
content is retrieved from the cloud by the health application
in another region of Mexico in 1 hour and 35 minutes.

Again, performance is similar to the previous two ser-
vices (processing images and spirometry studies) showed in
Figs. 20 and 21 respectively.

Fig. 23 shows the results of Experiment IV, in which were
executed simultaneously to process the request of a health
application for the results of eight patients (44 GBs). The
expedients were extracted from the emergency room (at the
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FIGURE 23: Timeline for the acquisition of ECG data and
their processing, plus the outcoming continuity scheme of
spirometry studies and tomography for eight patients.

fog of the Mexican site), sent to the cloud (Amazon) (previ-
ously prepared for this transportation) and then downloaded
by a health application in a different location fog for asking
a second opinion.

The expedients were prepared in 25 minutes (in Mexico),
sent to the cloud (Amazon) in 1.75 hours, and delivered to
a health application in another location (in Mexico) in 57
minutes. In practice, it is expected that the emergency room
may have at least a server to receive data in advance (acting
as a fog) for temporizing the delays of transportation. There-
fore, this experiment represents the worst scenario as all the
expedients are requested by one single health application
from the cloud not from the hospital servers.

As can be seen, the continuous processing by enforcing
the fulfilling of NFRs is feasible in real scenarios, for both
reduced and complex scenarios. It is also feasible for observ-
ing the policies of health data management laws in terms of
access controls as shown in Section IV-E. This means that the
contents are not clear at the cloud and even at the fog in some
scenarios. Only the producers of the contents (hospitals) and
the consumers (health professionals and patients) are enabled
to get access in a clear manner. To this end, original contents
are encoded and secured in order to only producers and
consumers can decode them.

F. EVALUATING THE DATA STORAGE COSTS
PRODUCED BY EDGE-FOG-CLOUD PROCESSING
STRUCTURES

In this section, are evaluated the storage utilization and the
overhead generated by continuous delivery (CD), continuous
security (CS), continuous reliability (CR), and continuous
efficiency (CE) schemes.

1) Experiments and configurations

The following scenarios were considered in this experimental
evaluation:

1) Scenario 1: the preparation of tomography images at the
fog, which was acquired at the edge, and downloaded by
an end-user computer from the cloud.

2) Scenario 2: the preparation of spirometry studies at the
fog, its preservation in the cloud, and its acquisition
from end-user devices.

3) Scenario 3: the preparation of the spirometry studies and
tomography imagery of eight patients from the edge to
an end-user computer.

For each scenario, we evaluated the following three con-
figurations of the continuity provided by the incoming and
outcoming continuity schemes:

• CD + CE: in this configuration, the data are only
compressed by a parallel pattern before sending them
to the next environment;

• CD + CR: in this configuration, the data are only
encoded to withstand failures before sending them to the
next environment;

• CD + CE + CR + CS: in this configuration, the data
are prepared to send them to different environments
by applying security (CS), reliability (CR) and cost-
efficiency (CE).

2) Experimental results
Fig. 24 shows, left-vertical axis, the storage utilization,
and the percentage of a resultant capacity of storage after
applying an outcoming scheme to the data (right-vertical
axis). The three scenarios considered in this evaluation and
previously described are shown in Figs. 24a, 24b, and 24c
respectively. As it can be seen in the graphs shown in Fig. 24,
the CD + CR represents the configuration producing the
highest costs (redundancy is added to the data), whereas the
CD + CE produces the lowest costs. The original contents
are not transported but encoded (prepared), which is the goal
when managing sensitive data in this type of scenario.

The contents acquired from the edge and delivered to the
end-users are both exact copies; as a result, the 100% of ca-
pacity observed in both edge and end-user environments for
all tested scenarios is represented by the filled bar in the plot.
This means the configurations producing more than 100%
are producing a capacity overhead. See mainly CD + CR
in all graphs showed in Fig. 24. In comparison with original
data (acquired at the edge and delivered to the end-users) this
configuration produced a 88%, 82% and 80% of overhead in
Fig. 24a, Fig. 24b and Fig. 24c respectively.

As it can be seen, the CD+CE+CR+CS configuration
that applies the three continuity schemes (security, relia-
bility and storage cost-efficiency) produces a quite reduced
overhead at the worst scenario (see 6.64% of overhead for
this configuration in Fig. 24c in comparison with original
data). Besides, the CD + CE + CR + CS configuration
also produces a reduction in the capacity to be transported
to the fog and the cloud (see lines for this configuration
in the graphs of Fig. 24). Moreover, this configuration also
produces an improvement in the resultant capacity when
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(a) Scenario 1: tomography exchange.
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(b) Scenario 2: spirometry study exchange.
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(c) Scenario 3: exchanging sets of tomography and spirometry studies

FIGURE 24: Storage utilization by applying the different continuous characteristics to the incoming and outcoming continuity
schemes.

applying these schemes to the processing structures (see bars
for these configurations in all graphs presented by Fig. 24).
Specifically, Fig. 24a shows that the additional capacity
(overhead) created when processing images (tomography)
acquired at the edge (204.85 MB), to add only reliability
property (CD + CR) was of 180.28 MBs. This overhead
is produced by the redundancy added to the contents by the
IDA algorithm used in CR continuity scheme. In the case of
the continuous efficiency property, (CD + CE), the size of
the contents is reduced to 31.48 MB. When the continuity
scheme built by CD + CE + CR + CS configuration by
adding security, reliability, and storage/transportation cost-
efficiency properties to the contents, the resultant size of the
processed image was 49.48 MB. This means no capacity
overhead was produced by this continuity scheme.

Similar behavior is observed in Fig. 24b in which was
processed a spirometry study by using the three configura-
tions described. The spirometry study has a size of 4.31 GB.
CD + CR configuration increases the size of this content to
7.31 GBs. In turn, the size of the data was reduced to 0.29
GB (∼ 298 MB), whereas the resultant capacity produced by
CD+CE+CR+CS configuration was 0.53 GB (∼ 536.40
MB).

In the scenarios showed in Fig. 24c, when 10 spirometry

and 10 tomographies were prepared by using the three config-
urations, the initial size of the dataset was 53.44 GB. CD +
CR produced an increment of 42,76 GBs (as the resultant
capacity was 96.20 GBs). As expected, CD + CE reduced
the dataset to 31.66 GB, whereas CD + CE + CR + CS
configuration produced almost the same capacity than the
original dataset (67.99 MB was the overhead produced by
this outcoming scheme).

The results of the experiments showed in Figs. 24a and 24b
reveals a significant reduction in the data to be transported
to the fog and to the cloud (it only represents a fraction of
the original health data) when using the continuous schemes
(CD + CE + CR + CS) proposed in this paper to prepare
the data.

In the worst-case scenario when managing a set of con-
current heterogeneous health data processed by simultaneous
services, the costs of assuring the data in terms of continuous
security (integrity, confidentiality, and privacy), and contin-
uous reliability (fault tolerance to withstand lost data and
cloud outages) was only of 6% (capacity overhead). In this
sense, note that in traditional approaches assuring data could
represent 67% for codification schemes (n = 5, m/k = 3)
and 200% for replication schemes.
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G. RESULTS DISCUSSION: FLEXIBILITY OF THE
MODEL AND COMPLEXITY REDUCTION MANAGEMENT
The experimental evaluation has revealed the efficacy and
efficiency of the continuity schemes presented in this pa-
per. The continuous delivery (CD) enables the developers
to create comprehensive infrastructure-agnostic processing
structures for solutions that can be deployed on different
environments (any of edge, fog, cloud, or end-users’ devices).
The flexibility of this type of scheme provides solutions with
a dynamic composition of nano/microservices for fulfilling
functional requirements.

The continuous security and reliability (CS+CR) enable
developers to accomplish the strict rules associated with
sensitive data, which also are based on the CD continuity
scheme to create dataflows for the processing structures
deployed in different environments.

The overhead and computational complexity produced by
the continuity schemes (CD+CS+CR) are issues managed
by continuous efficiency (CE) by using two strategies. The
first one is focused on reducing the overhead produced by
the continuity schemes by implementing parallel patterns,
which performs the tasks of the CD + CS + CR schemes
in a concurrent manner. This has a direct impact on the
service times of the continuity schemes, and thus, in the
response times at each continuity stage, which improves the
experience of the end-users. The second strategy is focused
on reducing the address space by using data compression
before executing any task of the continuity schemes, and
before sending data from an environment to another one.
This significantly improves the performance of continuity
schemes, as the tasks performed by these schemes are dealing
with less data than without doing this previous process.

This means the continuous management of properties im-
proves the protection of the data that are managed through
different environments (fog, cloud, or end-users). Moreover,
in the worst case, these tasks are achieved at non-significant
cost as, in some cases, even there is no overhead observed
when performing these tasks. The beneficial effects of these
continuity schemes are produced by two causes: i) the com-
pression processes as the first stage in the schemes, which
reduces the capacity processed by the next stages and com-
pensates the redundancy added by other stages, and ii) the
usage of parallel patterns, which reduces the service times of
the continuity schemes.

All the experiments described in the previous sections of
this paper were performed using a CD+CE+CR+CS con-
figuration because all the scenarios considered the processing
of very sensitive data. This configuration seems a framework
for organizations to support the continuous processing of
sensitive data over heterogeneous and honest-but-curious en-
vironments, fulfilling NFRs such as cost-efficiency, security,
and reliability.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented the design, development, and imple-
mentation of an architectural model based on recursive and

modular structures called constructive blocks. These blocks
can be used to create patterns for the edge-fog-cloud comput-
ing environment. The secure, reliable, and efficient manage-
ment of data are tasks performed inside of these structures
in an implicit manner. The experimental evaluation revealed
the feasibility of using the infrastructure-agnostic edge-fog-
cloud processing structures for facing up of the challenge
of producing different types of continuity schemes in real
scenarios.

The case studies showed the efficacy of applying the
following schemes to the management of sensitive big IoT
health data:

• Continuous Delivery (CD), for creating processing
structures that can be deployed on different environ-
ments to process sensitive data from IoT to the end-users
through different environments (edge, fog, and cloud).

• Continuous Security (CS), for producing integrity, con-
fidentiality, and access controls at each stage of the
sensitive data processing lifecycle.

• Continuous Reliability (CR), for adding fault tolerance
to data for withstanding lost data as well as cloud
outages and/or fog servers unavailability.

• Continuous Efficiency (CE), for improving the delivery
and processing of data by applying two techniques:
implicit parallelism on the processing tasks, and data
compressing to reduce the volume of the data stored.

Advantages of the architectural model over state-of-the-
art proposals such as cost-efficiency storage consumption,
reduction of data transportation, and improvement of the
delivering data to the end-users have been observed in the
study cases evaluated in real scenarios. The achieved ad-
vantages by this architectural model can be explained as
follows: the compression processes performed at the first
stage in the schemes reduce the capacity processed by the
next stages and compensates the redundancy added by other
stages. The usage of parallel patterns reduces the service
times of the continuity schemes, and the in-memory storage,
in the input/output interfaces, reduces the expensive I/O tasks
performed when exchanging data during the stages of the
continuity schemes.

Future work will include optimizing the performance of
some components of the system, creating new components
for different instruments, and extending the architecture to
create complex networks of devices and intelligent IoT de-
vices so that we can include the monitoring of multiple
IoT devices and/or data sources for several hospitals in the
system.
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